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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This handbook is a short guide 
designed for prospective publishers 
interested in publishing on the 
Computer Society of Zimbabwe’s 
various platforms. It outlines 
the publication process, defines 
publication types, describes the key 
considerations in the adjudication 
process, and also gives guidelines to 
the dos and don’ts.

Under the new CSZ Publishing 
Programme, this document will be 
periodically reviewed in order to 
improve its comprehensiveness 
and also, to improve its ability to 
become a valuable resource in guiding 
better writing quality. Ensure that 
you’re using the latest version of the 
document.

2.0 HOW TO PUBLISH IN 6 EASY 
STEPS!
a. The simple publication process
b. Conceptualize an idea/process
c. Develop an outline/abstract
d. Submit outline/abstract
e. Write your article/paper
f. Submit for review
g. Publish

3.0 Publication Types
The following publication types are being sought for:

Publication Type Usual form Length (words)

Articles Articles are short-form writings with a medium level of depth and research 
citation.

500 - 800

Reports A report is typically a research-based analysis which investigates specific 
issues in detail, often (but not always) providing and prescribing solutions or 
recommendations. Examples of reports would be studies on “Top platform 
technology trends in 2020” or “Effective adaptation of higher education to 
4IR: A study”

1,200 - 5,000

Whitepapers Whitepapers are usually technical writings, told from the persuasion of 
the issuing (or sponsoring) party. Owing to this, the weight of value of 
whitepapers hinges on how authoritative, as a thought-leader, the issuer is. 
For example, the explanation of an effective HRMIS implementation roadmap 
from an HR software vendor.

1,200 - 5,000

Become a thought leader in the 
Zimbabwe technology space
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Note: Suggested lengths mentioned above 
are by no means absolutes. They present 
general ranges that can be considered. 
Often, publication lengths fall outside 
these ranges - hence the need to consider 
them as loose guides
 
4.0 ADJUDICATION CRITERIA
4.1 Pre-draft adjudication
a. Originality of ideas - the CSZ is looking 

for original, thought-provoking and 
exploratory ideas which don’t sound 
too familiar. As a leading force and 
thought-leader, published works should 
transcend surface-level analyses, and 
instead, deep-dive into issues to the 
breaths which will introduce new ideas, 
new perceptions and value-addition.

b. Relevance - Proposed publications, 
while they can look at global trends and 
issues, should always come back to the 
local context and provide insights which 
relate directly to applicability within 
that scope. We’re looking for ideas 
that fundamentally shift thinking and 
influence thoughts first and foremost 
to Zimbabwe, Zimbabweans and 
Zimbabwean enterprises.

4.2 Post-draft Evaluation
a. Research - Long-form publications, 

ideally, should have a strong research 
foundation to support assertions 
and deductions. Opinions, notably, 
ultimately guide recommendations. 
Research, however, gives validity to 
context, to applicability and issue 
exploration. Therefore, reports, 
mandatorily have to contain fair depths 
of research. Whitepapers and articles, 
where applicable, should contain the 
same. However, on short-form articles, 
research remains optional and ‘loose’ 
references can be made in the interest 
of content digestibility. 

b. Form - The form of an article relates to 
how it is structured. It includes the flow 
and organisation of ideas. There are 
several forms that can be used to put 
ideas across in a compelling manner. 
The big picture is framing your article in 
a way that’s easy to follow and exciting. 
Good articles give accounts. Great 
articles tell stories.

c. Grammar - Articles should have good 
grammar usage in terms of sentence 
construction and punctuation. This 
helps to ensure that the ideas you 
communicate in your publication are 
clear, that the tone is right, and that the 
flow is easily traceable.

5.0 CITATIONS AND REFERENCES
Oxford references are to be used for 
all citations and references. These 

references will be cited in the form of 
footnotes.

6.0 Limitations and Other Requirements
a. Publications to be published should 

not be designed as sales pitches, 
product brochures, or advertorials. The 
intention of the publishing platform 
is, first and foremost, for education. 
Limited references to products are 
not completely disallowed and any 
mentions, we encourage, should be 
outlined in the about sections of the 
product

b. A disclaimer for independent 
documents (i.e, those which can be 
downloaded from the website and 
republished elsewhere should include 
publication in association with the 
Computer Society of Zimbabwe

c. Articles which have been published 
before cannot be republished on the 
CSZ website verbatim. Allowances will 
only be made where the articles have 
been adapted, and have a significant 
degree of introduction of new ideas and 
prescriptions

d. Co-branding - Where there is a 
requirement for co-branding, the 
rules governing the use of such brand 
depictions shall be guided by the CSZ 
brand manual

7.0 BEST PRACTICE - TIPS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS
Focus on where you’re a subject matter 
expert - When an audience consumes 
content, more often than not, they also 
consider the author and their degree 
of authority on speaking on the issues. 
Consider this when picking your topic of 
interest. That said, writers are at liberty to 
write on subjects of their choice. 
Use of language - Wherever possible, use 
simplified language when writing articles 
and reports, since publications of that 
type are usually written for wide audience 
bases. Whitepapers, being the clearest 
exception, are usually very technically 
focused and it is generally acceptable to 
use more technical terms.. 
Use examples - Use relevant examples 
where possible to explain more complex 
concepts. Perspective, sometimes, is the 
difference between understanding, or the 
lack of it.

8.0 OUTLINE EXAMPLE
(i) General structure 

 ⊲ Topic
 ⊲ Sub-line (where necessary)
 ⊲ Author
 ⊲ Premise
 ⊲ Areas of discussion (listed)
 ⊲ About the Author

(ii) Example 
Title: Function over Form: While functional 
products without good UX design still fail
Subtitle: Why it’s not enough to focus on 
app function, and launch without sound 
form

Summary: This article/report/whitepaper 
discusses the reason why new products 
should not be launched prematurely simply 
because they get the basic functions 
complete, without considering, deeply, 
how users might fail to achieve the tasks 
simply because the form is inadequate.

It discusses (body):
 ⊲ How Zimbabwean companies have been 

launching so many new digital products 
 ⊲ Some of the products fundamentally 

work but they are so badly designed that 
users struggle to use them - or how they 
work makes uses not want to use them

 ⊲ Shows an example of well-designed 
products and products that can use 
better design

 ⊲ The fine line between achieving a 
minimum viable product and functional 
form

 ⊲ Outlines general steps in ensuring that 
the balance is reached

Author bio
Tafadzwa Moyo is a user experience 
professional who has more than 10 
years’ experience in helping enterprises 
build functional applications which are 
optimised for user retention and rapid 
scale. Tafadzwa co-founded RX, a design 
studio which focuses on UX and UI design, 
product management and user research.

Thinking of publishing on the 
Computer Society of Zimbabwe 
platforms?

Reach out to us on
marketing@csz.org.zw, or reach 
out to your Chaper visibility 
representative. See general 
contacts overleaf.
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